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THE JOURNEY TO
VOLUNTARY CARBON OFFSETTING
As a native of Malta, Stanley Bugeja has watched the
world change, especially on the small island in the
Mediterranean where the population has doubled in
his lifetime. “You don’t have to be a rocket scientist to
recognize the ecological changes happening around
the world,” comments Bugeja. “I am no expert in
greenhouse gas emissions, but our society is changing
the planet. It’s no secret that sustainability and the
goal of being carbon neutral is a big challenge, but I
believe that if we all do what we can, then collectively
we can make a difference.”
As Managing Director for the Malta division of DC
Aviation, Stanley leads a team of less than 30 aviation
professionals. A few years ago, Stanley made a
commitment to act in line with his values and began
working on a plan for the DC Aviation business to be
more sustainable. Now his colleagues amusingly refer
to him as “Mr. Sustainability”, but he wasn’t always
focused on decarbonization.
“I used to think that I couldn’t make much of a
difference and maybe this crisis is over-exaggerated.
Afterall, the aviation industry is only responsible

for less than 3% of the carbon emissions so why
don’t they pick on other industries? Well, those days
are gone, and I cannot excuse myself or stick my
head in the sand when there are plenty of facts that
indicate our planet is changing. Therefore, it is time
for everyone to do something, both personally and
professionally. I also believe this is the only way to
fight the misperception about our industry and prove
that we can operate responsibly and sustainably. We
need to be seen as an environmental leader. It is not
that difficult to get started, especially with the tools
and products available today.”

You don’t have to be a rocket
scientist to recognize the
ecological changes happening
around the world.

sustainable strategy, it was a journey. “When you
have a family and start to grow older, there are tough
questions that come to mind about the future and
what you can do about it. These questions came to
me, and I decided that not only can I do something
in an effort to make life better for our children’s future
but also for the business aviation industry that I love.”
Stanley explained how he started small with things
he could change, and when it came to replacing the
lighting in their hangars in Stuttgart and Dubai, there
was an option for a significantly more energy-efficient
solution. It produces a more natural, daylight feel in
the hangar that improves safety and the workplace
environment for employees. Plus, its efficiency will
make it less expensive over time and help DC lower its
carbon footprint. It was a win-win decision that made
the entire DC Aviation team proud.

Managing Director, Stanley Bugeja

Stanley admits to being a late converter to the idea
of sustainability and could not pinpoint an exact
moment when he realized he needed to create a
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Stanley has continued the journey and looks for
ways to make an impact. Last fall the Malta Business
Aviation Association, which Stanley co-founded, hosted
their annual Malta Aviation Conference and Exhibition
(MACE). Looking to highlight sustainability at the
conference, the team decided to offset the emissions
of the entire show and its attendees’ travel to make the
event carbon neutral.

carbon credit exchange group then I knew my search
for an offsetting partner was over.”

priced differently to collectively meet your offset goal.
We eventually chose a renewable energy program and
CTX helped us every step of the way. Their platform
is easy to navigate and offers a variety of offsets and
pricing whether you are looking for CORSIA credits or
others to align with your budget.”

Stanley soon connected with Bruce Parry, IBAC’s
Environment Director, as the two knew each other
from working together at EBAA and collaborated on
the introduction of the new Standards and Training for
Aviation Responsibility and Sustainability (S.T.A.R.S.) DC Aviation in Malta is now offering the option of
offsetting flights to clients and have been pleasantly
programme when it was first announced.
surprised at the response. Stanley noted that operators
“Offsetting is the voluntary action that we can do right
should not assume customers won’t be interested
now. The availability of Sustainable Aviation Fuel (SAF) “Bruce connected me with the team at CTX, and we
started the rather easy onboarding process of getting because most of them want to be more sustainable
in Malta is still in the future, therefore, offsetting jet
our company registered and an account set-up. The
and are choosing to offset their private travel.
fuel emissions was a logical next step for us.”
only unexpected part came when we made it to
“It’s exciting for me to share my story with industry
the step of choosing the carbon credit project. The
When it came to offsetting, Stanley had the same
colleagues and suggest they save time researching
choices seemed more limited than I imagined but
concerns as many others. It seemed complicated
by going through CTX as a proven creditable
there were good reasons for this and the CTX team
and there were plenty of stories floating around
explained. First, as offsetting becomes more accepted carbon credit exchange for business aviation. But
about fake projects or illegal activities associated
more importantly I want to encourage everyone
around the world, more qualified carbon credits are
with some sketchy carbon credit programs. Once
Stanley heard that IBAC was teaming up with Carbon being acquired and new ones take time to be vetted. in our industry to start your journey and create a
Secondly, we were looking to offset 1 million litres of sustainability plan. It is not that difficult to get started
Trade Exchange (CTX) for carbon offsetting, he was
Jet A fuel last year and preferred to focus on a single and when it comes to offsetting, CTX makes it a
very interested to learn more. Stanley stated, “If the
painless process. You can start small and do whatever
project and there were fewer projects of this scale,
International Business Aviation Council - IBAC, an
association representing the global business aviation available at the time. Keep in mind you can combine you can afford and have the manpower to manage.
If I can do this with such a small team here in Malta,
several smaller carbon credit activities, that may be
industry with ICAO recognition - was endorsing this

Hangar at DC Aviation Malta

I believe anyone can. Sustainability is a challenge for our industry and will take time to get everyone on board but like the Wright Brothers taught us, we must keep
trying and not give up, because together we can make a difference.”
At DC Aviation, they are using the Malta location as a case study for their other locations with further plans to integrate additional sustainability efforts in Stuttgart,
Munich, and Dubai.
BACKGROUND

DC Aviation originated in 2007 from DaimlerChrysler Aviation, a subsidiary of DaimlerChrysler AG established in 1998.
In 2008, the team at DC Aviation was looking to recruit Stanley to work for them but instead Stanley sold them his small
ground handling business he started in 2002 while he continues to serve as the managing director. The company is
headquartered in Stuttgart with branches in Munich and Malta, and a joint venture in Dubai with Al-Futtaim.
Malta Business Aviation Association was founded in October 2009 by DC Aviation Ltd., BizAv Services Ltd. and
FFF Legal, together with Stanley Bugeja, Adrian Spiteri, and Dr. Tonio Fenech. MBAA aims to promote excellence and
professionalism amongst its members to enable them to deliver best-in-class safety and operational efficiency, whilst
representing interests at all levels in Malta and consequently Europe. MBAA is a full-member of European Business
Aviation Association (EBAA).

As a non-profit, international
trade association, IBAC proudly
represents the interests of
business aviation – for the industry,
by the industry – through its global
advocacy, official observer status
at the ICAO, and by raising the
standard for safety with IS-BAO®
and IS-BAH® Programmes.
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